
 

 

Engineering Students Society Centre for Foundation Studies also known as ENGENIUS CFS 

IIUM is an Academic-Based Society (ABS) registered under CFS IIUM where all students under 

Foundation Engineering in Engineering and Computer Science is automatically registered as a 

member of the society. 

 

The ENGENIUS focuses on developing students (both committee and participants) in CFS 

with soft skills that will prepare us for our undergraduate studies. ENGENIUS consists of 

several committee members that will be organizing activities and programs during the one 

year study in CFS. We were also the 3 times consecutive champions for the Sports and Martial 

Arts Carnival (SMAC). We won 3 categories in SMAC 19/20; Best Booth, Best War Cry and 

overall Champion by gaining the most gold medal. 

 

ENGENIUS 19/20 committees conducted several programs throughout the 3 semesters in 

CFS. There was Engenius League and Physics Clinic conducted during semester 1, Robotic 

Workshop 1.0 in semester 2, and we planned for the Science Festival in semester 3, but it was 

postponed due to the covid-19 pandemic. 

 

The Engenius League is a sports event that was held to search for Engenius athletes to 

prepare for the upcoming SMAC. In consists of volleyball, netball, futsal, badminton and 

e-sports. It is open to all students in CFS especially to the members from Engenius society. This 

program is to instill the spirit of cooperation among students during the game and promotes 

active participation of students in sport activities. 

 

Physics Clinic was held to help student that was sitting for their finals in Physics I during 

semester 1. The Engenius in collaboration with the physics department organized a one-day 

event covering all topics in this subject to help students revising. This program was led by the 

Bureau of Education. All science course students joined this program either bio module or 

physics module. 

 



The Robotic Workshop 1.0 was the first time conducted in CFS in collaboration with the 

Roboteam from IIUM Gombak. Participants was given the opportunity to learn the basics of 

robotic and programming that was facilitated by the members of the Roboteam from Gombak. 

Participants was exposed on the importance of technology in this revolution industry 4.0. 

 

All the events conducted by the Engenius committees were none other than to help 

student enhance their soft skills and talents. Becoming a committee of Engenius gives yiu the 

opportunity to gain massive experience that can benefit your future. Don’t forget to apply for 

to be one of the Engenius committees when entering CFS. 

 


